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ABSTRACT 

This study sought to determine the Microsoft word application skills required of Business Education 

graduates for economic diversification and job performance in Rivers State. Two specific objectives, two 

research questions and two null hypotheses were formulated to guide the study. A descriptive survey 

research design was adopted for the study. The population comprised 1,200 Business Education graduate 

students from selected higher institutions of learning in Rivers State. A sample size of 370 respondents‟ 

was selected using stratified random sampling from higher institutions of learning in Rivers State. A 

structured and validated instrument titled “Microsoft word Application Skills Need of Business Education 

graduate students for economic Diversification Questionnaire (MIWASBEDIJOP)” was used for 

collection of data for the study. Cronbach Alpha procedure was used to establish the reliability of the 

instrument and it produced a coefficient of 0.78 which shows that the instrument was reliable. Mean and 

Improvement Need Index (INI) were used to analyse the responses from the research questions, while the 

null hypotheses were tested using the independent t-test at 0.05 level of significance. The result revealed 

that Microsoft word application skills are highly needed with positive improvement need index. All these 

skills need were statistically significant at .05 alpha level. Based on the findings, the following 

recommendations were given among others: that Business Education graduates in tertiary institutions 

should be given awareness by their employers on the need to acquire Microsoft word application skills 

and Training institutions should develop programmes that would assist Business Education graduates 

update their skills at confidence time and space.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Microsoft is a word processing application package. It is mostly utilized for the production of information 

in text form even though its features allow for the insertion of graphics and numeric information. 

Business Education graduates can diversify in pursuit of self-reliance through Microsoft word skills. 

However, its proper utilization requires the Business Education students to develop some relevant word 

processing skills. This is because as noted by Ndinechi and Ementa (2013) that Microsoft word 

application skills are important for those who want to take up career in any organisation. To this end, the 
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authors emphasized the need for Business Education graduates to be well equipped with Microsoft word 

application system skills. Agomuo (2005) noted that Business Education graduates require word 

processing application skills to be able to utilise Microsoft word features effectively for the production of 

reports and other documents and apart from the use of Microsoft by Business Education graduates, it is 

pertinent to note that Microsoft word can also enhance Business Educators‟ job performance. Microsoft 

word is a computer word processing application software package used fundamentally for typing letters, 

reports, memos and every other written-word documents. Microsoft word as part of software applications 

was released in 1979 by Microsoft international.  

According to Agomuo (2014), word processing can be linked to a typewriter inside a computer in that it 

incorporate all the functions of a typewriter which basically are the ability and produce text on paper, 

store and manipulate text in documents and get printed copies. In the same vein, Ubani (2008) opined that 

Microsoft word application software package is mainly used for creating and management of documents 

ranging from simple letters, reports to complex documents such as textbooks, magazines and it can be 

used to enter, edit, format, store, retrieve and print documents consisting of text and sometimes simple 

graphics and tables. Agomuo (2014) also observed that word processing allows the user to store the 

document for future reference or use, make corrections to documents conveniently, format your 

document, to a wide variety of specification, automate some functions such as page numbering, 

generation of indexes, check the spelling of text in document for correctness and have greater control over 

page layout attribute such as margins, etc. The word processor automatically keeps track numbers so that 

the correct number appears on each page. Layout allows you to specify different margins within a single 

document and to specify various methods for indenting paragraphs. A macro is a character or word that 

represents a series of keystrokes. The keystrokes can represent text or commands. The ability to define 

macros allows you to save yourself a lot of time by replacing common combinations of keystrokes. 

Merges allows the user to merge text from one file into another file. This is particularly useful for 

generating many file that have the same format but different data. Generating mailing labels is the classic 

exam. Spell checker is a utility that allows you check the spelling of words. It will highlight any words 

that it does not recognize. Tables of contents and indexes allow you to automatically create a table of 

contents and index based on special codes that you insert in the document.  

Statement of the Problem 
Most Business Education graduates in public parastatals in Rivers State seems not to be trained, most of 

them seems to lack the basic skills for utilizing the Microsoft word for effective job performance. In same 

vein, most of the Business Education graduates find it difficult to utilize and apply the Microsoft word 

skills in producing official documents needed for official decision making as well as personal usage. This 

is because most of them lack the needed and required application skills that will enable them utilize the 

Microsoft word. Why is it so? Were they trained with obsolete machines and equipment?  All these 

indicate lack of adequate exposure of today‟s Business Education graduates to appropriate Microsoft 

word skills required for their job performance. If these problems are to be solved, there is need to 

ascertain the specific Microsoft word skills need of  Business Education graduates for economic 

diversification and job performance in the public parastatals in Rivers State. 

 It is generally observed by the researcher that most literature on Microsoft word application are foreign-

based. Very scanty literature with local content is found. Secondly, the researcher has not found any 

literature which specifically addresses issues on skill need of Business Education in relation to Microsoft 

word application skills in public parastatals in Rivers state. Therefore, this study is being carried out to fill 

the gap created by paucity of literature in the area of Microsoft word application skills need of Business 

Education graduates in Rivers state. 

 

Microsoft Word Application Skills Required of Business Education Graduates  
Microsoft word is a software application package that enables its users in arranging various kinds of 

documents. Supporting this, Ubani (2008) defined a Microsoft word as a word processing package that is 

designed to enable users to type, edit, store and generally process their documents. Ubani also stressed 

that Microsoft word is also used to create base-document such as reports, letters, news-letter, memos etc.  
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Microsoft word is a word processing application software package that can be basically used to create 

letters, reports and other documents.  Osuagwu, Onuodu and Ugwu (2008) described Microsoft word as 

an application package used for processing and a very powerful tool for documentation. They stressed 

that Microsoft word has powerful features and abilities that makes it different from electronic typewriter 

which makes the user to be able to utilize it efficiently in his office duties. Microsoft applications skills 

enable secretaries to be capable of creating, storing, and printing documents. It is not like a typewriter; it 

has some fantastic features that enhance Business Educators‟ job performance in public parastatals.  

According to West (2016), Word processing software enables the user to easily create and edit 

documents, including inserting, deleting, and moving words, sentences through the use of different type 

sizes and styles and through different arrangements. Agomuo (2014) observed that word processing can 

be likened to a typewriter inside a computer in that it incorporates all the duties of a typewriter  which 

basically are; the ability to type and produce text on paper, store and manipulate text in documents and 

get printed copies. 

Igiri and Ubani (2014) stressed that Microsoft word allows for the creating of document and making any 

changes anywhere in the document. They further observed that the document can also be saved for 

modification at a later time or to be opened on any other computer using the same word processor. It is 

one of the often used application programmes which Business Educator can utilise in carrying out office 

activities for economic diversification. The early word processors were initially electrical typewriters with 

little form of computerized software. It has a screen and connected to a printer but the introduction to the 

modern word processing programmes has brought new software packages which enable the Business 

educators‟ to perform excellently in his assigned duty. 

Microsoft word application is computer application which a Business Educator can utilize in 

manipulating alphabets and numbers to form word, and for a Business Educator to be able to utilize a 

Microsoft word package in information systems, it should first be installed, it can only be open if the 

software application (Microsoft word) is being installed in that particular information system. Agomuo 

(2014) stated that word processing allows the user to do the following more than just typing your ext – 

they are as follows: Store the document for future reference or use, make corrections to your document 

very conveniently, format your document to a wide variety of specification, automate some function such 

as page numbering, generation of indexes etc, check the spelling of text in your document for correctness 

as well as have greater control over page layout attribute such as margins. 

National Teachers Institute (2010) stressed that the feature of Microsoft word are as follows:  A Microsoft 

word enables you to enter correct and print text as well as save document to disk. Additionally, you can 

retrieve previously created documents and modify or print them as needed. In the use of the automatic 

word wrap, the typewriter you use the carriage return at the end of the line to advance to the next time of 

text, otherwise text run off the page., in automatic word wrap, as the typing approach as the second line 

without a carriage return key at the end of the paragraph and not the end of each line. 

Microsoft word is an important software package that secretaries require to enable them effectively 

perform their office functions. Therefore, its proper utilization can enhance secretaries‟ job performance. 

The features of standard word processor (Microsoft word) according to Igiri and Ubani (2014) are as 

follows: insert text which allows the operator to insert text anywhere, delete text that allows you to erase 

characters, words and lines, or pages as easily as you can cross them out on paper. Cut and paste allows u 

to remove (cut) a section of a text from one place in a document and insert (paste) in somewhere else. 

Copy, allow you to duplicate a section of text. Page size margins, allows you to define various page sizes 

and margins, and the word processor will automatically readjust text if you change the margin. Search and 

replace; allows you to direct the word processor to search for a particular word or phrase. You can also 

direct the micro soft word one group of characters with another everywhere that the first group appears. 

Word wrap enables the Microsoft word automatically moves to the next line when you have filled one 

line with text, and it will readjust text if you change the margins. Print; allows you to send a document to 

a printer to get hardcopy. 

Cursor control enables you to easily move the cursor or insertion point from one character to another. 

Additionally, quick keys are available to move to the left or right of a word at a time. Block operation is 
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another important feature, block operations enables you to mark a portion of text and move, delete, or 

copy it. These functions are also called cut and paste or copy and paste.  Search and replace operations 

allow you to check an entire document for specific text and replace or erase it. With the Microsoft word 

you can manipulate the final printed document by changing the size, appearance, base font and colour of 

the text. 

Text alignment or justification also enable the user with a word processor, to control text alignment or 

justification to the left, right, centre or full align Page numbering: You can automatically insert page 

numbers in your document. You can even designate where page numbers will be positioned on the page. 

Check spelling and grammar allows spelling and grammar to be checked with the grammar checker. It 

locates spelling mistakes and bad grammar in your document and offer corrections Header and footer can 

only be installed once for each document. They can include page numbers which will adjust automatically 

to the number of pages in the document. Mail merge enables the user to combine files to create new 

document for example, a file containing a letter and the result will be an individual letter for each address. 

File management allows the user to create, delete, move, and search for files. Font specifications; allows 

you to change fonts within a document. For example, you can specify bold, italics, and underline. Most 

word processors also let you change the font size and even the typeface. Footnotes and cross-references 

automate the numbering and placement of footnotes and enable you to easily cross-reference other 

sections of the document. Graphics allows you to embed illustrations and graphs into a document. Some 

word processors let you create the illustrations within the word processors, other let you insert an 

illustration produced by a different program. Headers, footers, and page numbering allow the user to 

specify customized headers and footers that the word processor will put at the top and bottom of every 

page. 

Microsoft Word for the purpose of emphasis is a word processing application package. It is mostly 

utilized for the production of information in text form even though its features allow for the insertion of 

graphics and numeric information. However, its proper utilization requires the Business Education 

graduates to develop some relevant word processing skills. Oborah and Eze (2013) noted that one major 

skill for effective utilization of Microsoft word in processing office information is keyboarding skills 

which enable a Business Educator to use touch rather than „hint and peck‟ while typing text into the 

application. Other Microsoft word application skills outlined by Ndinechi and Ementa (2013) include but 

not limited to: changing paper layout, saving and assigning file‟s name, delete, cut, copy and paste text, 

merge two or more documents, store and retrieve documents, bold, italicize, underscore, align, centre and 

justify text, apply footnotes, cross-referencing, header and footers, search, find and replace word(s), apply 

different font specifications, use Thesaurus in searching for appropriate words and print documents. 

National Teachers Institute (2010) stressed that Microsoft word processing skill is the ability to 

manipulate alphabets and numbers to form words, sentences and documents using computer as a device. 

The secretaries who aim at having a smooth and efficient accomplishment of office functions which could 

be achieved by utilization of the features of Microsoft software package need to develop information 

systems application skills related to the utilization of this application software. Ubani (2008) stated that 

the basic elements of Microsoft word which secretaries should know how to use include the following: 

title bar, menu bar, tool bar, ruler, work area, cursor, mouse, pointer, Scroll, bar, view icons and status 

bar. The secretary using this software must be proficient in the use of the features of the application in 

order to carry out their duties related to the use of this software effectively. 

An office secretary requires the afore-stated software application skills in order to effectively carry out 

assigned duties that require the aid of word processing application software, especially in this modern 

sophisticated information system world. Nwosu, Anaka and Eleoba (2003) highlighted the functions that 

can be carried out using word processing application software as follows; storing, editing information and 

retrieving text, insertion and deletion of text, underling using various types of font, moving text, page 

numbering and saving, storing or retrieving texts.  They also observed that Business Education graduates‟ 

competency in the use of word processor will enable them achieve the following: Producing neat, 

accurate and original documents with speed. 
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Research Questions 

1. What are the Microsoft word applications skills need of Business education graduates for 

economic diversification in Rivers State? 

Null Hypotheses 

1. The following null hypotheses were tested at p < 0.05 level of significance. 

There is no significant difference in the mean responses of the respondents on the word processing 

application skills required of Business education graduates for job performance in Rivers State. 

METHODOLOGY 

The study employed descriptive survey research design. A survey research design involves gathering 

information from the sample size through the population that is familiar with the ideas and issues relating 

to the objectives of the study. It is the act of eliciting questions from the respondents. The study was 

carried out in Port Harcourt, the capital city of Rivers State of Nigeria. Rivers State is made up of 319 

wards, three (3) senatorial district and 23 Local Government Areas. The population for the study 

comprised 1200 Business Education postgraduate students selected from higher institutions of learning 

that offer Business education programmes in Rivers State. While the sample size of the study comprised 

(370) Business education graduates students in Rivers State. A structured 4 points scaled questionnaire 

titled "Microsoft word for Business Education graduate students Questionnaire‟‟ was developed and used 

for the study. The instruments were face validated by two experts in measurement and evaluation, their 

comments for the instrument indicated that the instrument was suitable for use in for the study. A 

coefficient of 0.78 was Obtained using Cronbach Alpha method. The e instrument was administered to 

the respondents. A return rate of questionnaire was 95.5%.  Mean and Improvement Need Index Mean 

and Improvement Need Index with formular  

PGPG

XX )0()()(22 



















 were used to answer the research questions, while t-test statistical tool 

was utilized to test the hypotheses. 

X1 = Mean 1 

X2 = Mean 2 

(+) = Positive 

( - ) = Negative 

( 0) = Zero 

PG = Performance Gap 
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RESULTS 

Research question 1  
What are the Microsoft word applications skills need of secretaries for job performance in public 

parastatals in Rivers State? 

 Table 1: Mean and Improvement Need Index (INI) on Microsoft Word Application Skills Need of 

Business Education graduates for Job Performance (N = 366) 

 Items  
1X  2X  1X - 2X  

(INI) 

Remark 

 1 Skill to manipulate numbers  2.99 2.93 .06 Needed 

2 Skills in manipulating symbols  1.38 1.26 .12 Needed 

3 Skills to manipulate letters  2.66 2.60 .06 Needed 

4 Skills to print document  1.88 1.86 .02 Needed 

5 Ability to manipulate reprographic machines  1.95 1.98 -.20 Not needed 

6 Ability to manipulate text inclined information  2.68 2.55 .13 Needed 

7 Ability to change paper layout  1.78 1.67 .11 Needed 

8 Ability to save information  1.86 1.74 .12 Needed  

9 Ability to delete information  2.02 1.86 .16 Needed 

10 Ability to copy information  2.68 2.55 .13 Needed  

11 Ability to merge two or more documents  1.82 1.76 .06 Needed  

12 Ability to assign files name  1.87 1.84 .03 Needed 

13 Ability to bold numbers   2.72 2.76 -.04 Not needed 

14 Ability to Italicise words  1.86 1.83 .03 Needed  

15 Ability to underscore words.   2.76 2.71 .05 Needed  

 Cluster Mean  2.19 2.12 .06 Needed 

Source: Field survey. 2017 

Data in Table 4.1 showed the mean scores of respondents and improvement need index of Microsoft word 

application skills needs of Business Education graduates for job performance. It is indicated in the Table 

that INI on all the items are positive which means that the level which the skills are required is higher 

than the level at which the Business Educator could perform it. Except in two items; ability to manipulate 

reprographic machine (- . 20) and ability to assign file name (- . 04) the level of performance by Business 

Educators exceeded the skills required. The cluster INI of .06 indicates that the level which the Microsoft 

word skill is required is higher by .06 than the level at which Business Education graduates could perform 
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the applications. Therefore, the skills are needed for improvement by the Business Education graduates 

for job performance. 

Table 1:The t-test testing the difference between the Mean responses of OTM lecturers and 

Business Education graduates on Microsoft word application skills needs of secretaries (N1 = 56,  N2 

= 310) 

S/N Items 
1X  2X  

SD1 SD2 t-cal t-crit Decision 

1 Skill to manipulate numbers 2.99 2.96 .17 .09 1.2 1.96 NS 

2 Skills in manipulating symbols 1.26 1.38 1.62 1.38 .63 1.96 NS 

3 Skill to manipulate letters 2.66 2.60 1.62 1.38 .32 1.96 NS 

4 Skill to print documents 1.88 1.86 .06 .98 .17 1.96 NS 

5 Ability to manipulate reprographic 

machines 

1.95 1.98 1.66 .76 -.20 1.96 NS 

6 Skills in manipulating text inclined 

information 

2.68 2.55 .98 .76 1.3 1.96 NS 

7 Ability to change paper layout 1.78 1.67 1.12 1.56 .69 1.96 NS 

8 Ability to save information 1.86 1.74 .98 .68 .92 1.96 NS 

9 Ability to delete information 2.98 2.83 .98 1.16 1.07 1.96 NS 

10 Ability to cut and paste information 2.68 2.55 .98 .76 1.30 1.96 NS 

11 Ability to merge two or more 

documents 

1.82 1.76 1.62 2.84 .86 1.96 NS 

12 Ability to assign files‟ name 1.87 1.84 1.12 1.54 0.43 1.96 NS 

13 Ability to bold numbers 2.72 2.76 1.11 2.16 -1.74 1.96 NS 

14 Ability to italicise words 1.86 1.83 1.12 1.54 .15 1.96 NS 

15 Ability to underscore words 2.76 2.71 .76 1.06 .42 1.96 NS 

 Cluster t      0.50 1.96 NS 

NS = Not Significant at . 05 alpha level and df = 364. 

CONCLUSION 

The study revealed that Microsoft word application skills of Business Education graduates for job 

performance are highly needed. It was also revealed that there is a positive improvement need Index (INI) 

of 62 percent. Based on the hypothesis tested the study revealed that the skills need is statistically 

significant at .05 alpha level. The result also indicates that Microsoft word application skills need of  

Business Education graduates  to effectvely perform their functions effectively are highly needed as to 

improved in line with emerging technologies. 

This result is supported by the findings of that Microsoft word processing application skills are important 

for individuals who want to take up career in office information management as secretaries. The 
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researcher therefore emphasized on the need for graduates of OTM to be well fortified with Microsoft 

word application skill. work also supports this result by noting that Business Education graduates require 

word processing application skills to be able to use Microsoft word features effectively for the production 

of reports and other documents. The findings of support the study by stating that information system 

application require effective utilization of Microsoft word application skills. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based on the findings of the study, the following recommendations are made: 

1. Employers of Business Education graduates in the public service should be given awareness on 

the need to train their employees on word processing application skills in order to keep them 

abreast of new features of updated versions. This will enable them know the importance of the 

word processing application skills in their career development. 

2. Training institutions should develop programmes that would assist Business Education graduates 

update their Microsoft word application skills at convenient time and space. 

3. Employers of labour should collaborate with training institutions on developing contents and 

instructional strategies for improving the Microsoft word application skills of their employees 

need for job performance.  

4. Federal and State governments should come out with policies that will ensure standards in the 

training and employment of Business Education graduates for economy diversification. 
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